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Brief overview of Tyrata
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• Started with invention at Duke Univ. 
in 2015 
• Patented and demonstrated 

noninvasive, direct measurement of 
tire tread thickness

• Launched Tyrata in 2018 with 
$4.5M A-round investment

• Actively developing IntelliTread® 
sensor products

• Established relationships with 
industry leaders

IntelliTreadTM SensorTire Sensor Tech Launches 
Multi-Million Dollar Startup
https://pratt.duke.edu/about/news/tire-startup

2018

2022

https://www.bridgestoneamericas.com/en/press-release-details.en.2022.bridgestone-partners-with-tyrata#

https://pratt.duke.edu/about/news/tire-startup
https://www.bridgestoneamericas.com/en/press-release-details.en.2022.bridgestone-partners-with-tyrata


Tread wear monitoring has powerful 
possibilities for fleets

• What can you learn about your 
fleet?
• Tire usage and change history
• Effective tire selection
• Wear rate analysis
• Projected replacement / 

maintenance scheduling
• Vehicle-, route-, driver-specific info
• And much more! 
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Vehicle: A123, Right Steer

Will demonstrate several of these!

Example of tire monitored for ~8 months



Tread wear monitoring technologies
Drive-over approaches

• Sensors or optics used to measure tire 
tread as vehicle passes by or over system

• Three different approaches:
• Laser-based (and similar) systems

• Most common with high fidelity 
• Costly installation & regular maintenance
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Laser-based (and similar) systems

à Dominant focus on use in service lanes



Tread wear monitoring technologies
Drive-over approaches

• Sensors or optics used to measure tire 
tread as vehicle passes by or over system

• Three different approaches:
• Laser-based (and similar) systems

• Most common with high fidelity 
• Costly installation & regular maintenance
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Images from:  WheelRight, UV Eye

Camera systems

• Camera systems
• Newer to the field, not focused on TBR fleets 
• Costly and bulky



Tread wear monitoring technologies
Drive-over approaches

• Sensors or optics used to measure tire 
tread as vehicle passes by or over system

• Three different approaches:
• Laser-based (and similar) systems

• Most common with high fidelity 
• Costly installation & regular maintenance
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Images from:  Tyrata, Michelin

Solid-state sensor systems

• Camera systems
• Newer to the field, not focused on TBR fleets 
• Costly and bulky

• Solid-state sensor systems
• Compatible with passenger or TBR tires, less fidelity 
• Low-cost and no maintenance

Available for fleets? Yes



Tread wear monitoring technology
What is needed? 
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• An approach that delivers on all metrics would be ideal!
• Cost: affordable, quick ROI
• Scalability (ease of deployment): multi-site implementation, rapid and low-

overhead installation
• Maintenance needs: Low-to-no maintenance needs
• Accuracy: Reliable tread depth readings
• Autonomy: Operates without user intervention
• Ease of operation: Adds value without disrupting regular operations 
• Availability: Ready for deployment
• Analytics: Offers powerful data analytics to improve fleet operations



Tread wear monitoring technologies
Overall comparison
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Introduction to Tyrata’s DOS

• Low-profile (< 2”), low-maintenance 
system quickly installs on road surface

• Solid-state sensor arrays measure tires 
on every pass
• Not affected by road debris, ice, and snow
• No system routine-maintenance is 

required

• Multi-axle, single/double tire tracking 
and reporting

• Wirelessly transmits data to Tyrata cloud 
for customer-needed analytics

• RFID for vehicle/tire tracking
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Dual tires



Expansive deployment of DOS
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Tread wear data from >80,000,000 miles Installed in dozens of diverse sites all over the world!
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proven durability under a wide range of conditions

Expansive deployment of DOS



IntelliTread DOS operation
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See the DOS in action at www.tyrata.com



Case study: GoDurham bus fleet

• Study conducted at Durham City 
Transit Company (DCTC), doing 
business as GoDurham

• 60 buses in fleet

• 3 months of baseline operation
• DOS collected data on tires but no 

changes to fleet operations

• 3 months of DOS monitoring
• DOS data provided to fleet manager 

and used in tire management 
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RFID reader + stand 
for tracking vehicle 
number



Case study: GoDurham bus fleet

• Initial assumptions and tire 
usage calculations for 
GoDurham before DOS 
utilization

• Tire monitoring was performed 
by manual measurements 
• Each tire measured every 3-4 

weeks
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GODURHAM BASELINE TIRE USAGE  
Operational characteristics for bus 
fleets in the USA can be found at the 
National Transit Database Transit 
Agency Profiles. 1   The most recent 
profile available for the city of Durham 
indicates that in 2019 GoDurham 
operated 60 buses in maximum service 
for a total of 2,699,159 revenue miles.  

Furthermore, daily DOS monitoring of 
GoDurham tires in the “Before” period 
established that typical lifetime for 
steer tires was 7 months, while for 
drive tires it was 3-4 months (for 
example, see Figure 3B).  Based on this 
information it was possible to estimate that, under tire changing policies established using manual tread 
measurements, the number of tires used by GoDurham was 926 annually (see Table 1).   

GODURHAM EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS WITH DOS MONITORING  
Figure 4 compares the tire end-of-life (EoL) tread depth for the three months “Before” and three months 
“After” the fleet manager was given access to DOS data (orange and blue bar charts, respectively, in Figure 
4).  The purpose of comparing the “Before” and “After” tire data was to determine if, with better tire 
monitoring, the fleet manager would be able to take advantage of the remaining usable tread to achieve 
significant economic and environmental benefit. Figure 4 shows this in fact to be true.   

Data in Figure 4 and the calculations in Table 1 demonstrate careful management of tires at GoDurham, 
with a focus on ensuring that all tires in the fleet remain well above the regulatory safety threshold of 3.2 
mm (4/32”).  However, as is shown in the “Before” data in Figure 4 (orange bars), many tires were 
removed very early relative to the actual safety requirements, leaving significant, usable tread on tires 
when they are removed.   

From Figure 4 it is immediately observable that the fleet manager was able to consistently manage more 
tires closer to the target threshold with DOS monitoring than he was able to achieve with manual 
measurements (blue bars vs orange bars).  This shift can be quantified using a Poisson distribution analysis 
(solid lines in Figure 4).   

The best fit Poisson distribution for manual measurements (“Before”) had a mean () of 8.1 mm while 
the best fit distribution with DOS monitoring (“After”) had a mean of 6.8 mm, generating a very significant 
1.3 mm increase in tire tread usage across the fleet using automated DOS monitoring relative to manual 
measurements.   

TABLE 1: FLEET ASSUMPTIONS AND TIRE USAGE CALCULATIONS FOR 
GODURHAM “BEFORE” DOS™ DEPLOYMENT. 

 Fleet Data 
Annual Fleet Revenue Miles (2019) 2,699,159 
Buses in Fleet 60 
Average Revenue Miles/Day (miles) 123 
Average Drive Tires Lifetime (Months) 4 
Average Steer Tires Lifetime (Months) 7 
Drive Tire Replacements/Year 3.0 
Steer Tire replacements/Year 1.7 
Wheel Positions in Fleet (2 steer, 4 drive per bus) 360 
Steer Tires Required/Year 206 
Drive Tires Required/Year 720 
Total # of Tires Used by Fleet/Year 926 

 

see: https://tyrata.com/2021-white-paper/

https://tyrata.com/2021-white-paper/


Case study: GoDurham bus fleet

• Impact of using DOS for tread 
monitoring and maintenance 
decisions:
• Safely use more tread
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TIRE SAVINGS DUE TO EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS 
The measured efficiency improvements can be used to estimate annual savings to the fleet by considering 
value of the increase in tread usage “Before” and “After” the fleet manager was given access to DOS data.  
GoDurham bus tires typically start with 18 mm of tread when they are new.  Using the respective means 
of the Poisson distributions, it is possible to determine that for the “Before” case average tread usage was 
9.9 mm (18→8.1), whereas “After,” with 
DOS monitoring, average tread usage 
increased to 11.2 mm (18→6.8).  This 1.3 
mm shift in distribution results in an overall 
11.6% (1.311.2) efficiency improvement 
with DOS monitoring which can also be 
expressed as tires being used ~12% longer 
after the fleet manager was given access to 
the DOS data.   

When applied even to the small fleet of 60 
buses in operation at GoDurham, the 12% 
improvement achieves very significant 
reduction in annual tire requirements.  In Table 1, lifetimes of 4 months for drive tires and 7 months for 
steer tires were used to calculate that the GoDurham fleet required approximately 926 tires per year 
when tires were monitored manually.  A 12% efficiency improvement with the DOS system leads to only 
818 (926 x 0.884) tires being required annually—a savings of 107 tires.  This results in a substantial 
reduction in costs and positive environmental impact for the GoDurham fleet. 

 
FIGURE 4:  TIRE TREAD DEPTH DATA BEFORE (ORANGE) AND AFTER (BLUE) AUTOMATED DOS™ MONITORING WAS 
IMPLEMENTED FOR THE GODURHAM FLEET.  THE SOLID LINES ARE FITS TO THE DATA USING A POISSON DISTRIBUTION (TABLE).  
THE DISTRIBUTION FOR MANUAL MEASUREMENTS (“BEFORE”) HAS A MEAN () OF 8.1 MM WHEREAS DOS™ MONITORING 
(“AFTER”) HAS A MEAN OF 6.8 MM—A 1.3 MM IMPROVEMENT FOR DOS™ MONITORING WHICH LEADS TO 107 TIRES BEING 
SAVED BY THE FLEET ANNUALLY.   

x = # of tires changed
 = mean of tread depth

 Is the mean value of tread 
depth when tires are changed

Before 8.1 mm
After 6.8 mm
Δ 1.3 mm

#TiresBefore 926
#TiresAfter 819

#Tires Saved 107

 
FIGURE 5:  GODURHAM RESULTS—DOS™ MONITORING SAFELY 
INCREASED TIRE TREAD WEAR FROM 9.9 MM TO 11.2 MM WHICH 
REDUCED TIRE REQUIREMENTS BY 12% AND SAVED $1,000 PER BUS 
ANNUALLY. 

 

DOS enabled the fleet to safely use 
more tread with daily monitoring

see: https://tyrata.com/2021-white-paper/

https://tyrata.com/2021-white-paper/


Case study: GoDurham bus fleet
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*Production data from: Amit Shanbag, Sampatrao Manjare.  Life Cycle Assessment of Tyre Manufacturing Process (2020), 
Journal of Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems, Volume 8, Issue 1, pp 22-34.

• Impact of using DOS for tread 
monitoring and maintenance 
decisions:
• Safely use more tread

• Less overall tire consumption

• Reduced environmental 
impact

Reduced tire consumption by 107 
tire/year, translating to an annual 

savings of 21,000 kg CO2e
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APPENDIX 1 

 

  

TABLE 3:  ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF IMPLEMENTING THE TYRATA DOS IN A 60-BUS FLEET.   

        GoDurham (360 Tires in Fleet)   
Production of 1 Truck Tire*  ΔEoL =  1.3 mm 107 Tires Saved   

# of Tires 
Inputs Outputs  

Before 
DOS 

After 
DOS Materials 

Savings 

kg 
CO2e 

/unit** 

CO2e 
Savings 

(kg) 1 1  926 818 
Natural Rubber 15.4  kg 14,256 12,601 (1,655) 3.18 (5,262) 
Synthetic Rubber 7.7  kg 7,128 6,301 (827) 4.02 (3,326) 
Carbon black 8.47  kg 7,841 6,931 (910) 2.38 (2,166) 
Fabric 6.93  kg 6,415 5,671 (745)  - 
Bead wire 2  kg 1,851 1,637 (215)  - 
Chemicals 7.2  kg 6,665 5,892 (774)  - 
Water consumption 240  L 222,171 196,384 (25,788) 0.03 (774) 
Particulate matter  0.056 kg 51 45 (6)  - 
Sulphur dioxide  0.420 kg 389 344 (45) 0.44 (20) 
Nitrogen dioxides  0.031 kg 29 26 (3) 298 (1,004) 
Power consumption 37.9  kWh 35,085 31,012 (4,072) 0.43 (1,747) 
Fuel Consumption   Gal   (626) 10.56 (6,611) 
   Total     (20,910) 
 
*Amit Shanbag, Sampatrao Manjare.  Life Cycle Assessment of Tyre Manufacturing Process (2020), Journal of Sustainable 
Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems, Volume 8, Issue 1, pp 22-34. 
**https://winnipeg.ca/finance/findata/matmgt/documents/2012/682-2012/682-2012_Appendix_H-
WSTP_South_End_Plant_Process_Selection_Report/Appendix%207.pdf  

 



Case study: GoDurham bus fleet
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• Impact of using DOS for tread 
monitoring and maintenance 
decisions:
• Safely use more tread

• Less overall tire consumption

• Reduced environmental 
impact

• Significant annual $ savings

Using 12% more tread with DOS 
translates to $60,000 net annual 

return for 60-bus fleet+
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RETURN ON INVESTMENT CALCULATION FOR GODURHAM  
With 60 buses in its fleet, GoDurham has 
360 wheel positions at its depot.  For 
this size of fleet, the cost of DOS 
deployment is ~$3.45/tire/month or 
~$15,000/year.  In return, GoDurham 
was able to eliminate the cost of manual 
tire measurements (~$500/month) for 
an immediate savings of $26,000 year.  
Furthermore, the 12% efficiency 
improvement documented in Figure 4 is 
expected to save ~107 tires per year.  
New steer tires cost ~$600 and 
retreaded drive tires cost ~$400, leading 
to an average price per tire of $440, or a total of ~$47,000 in annual savings on tire purchases.  Finally, 
the fact that tires will, on average, run 1.3 mm more tread before end-of-life is reached, will reduce fuel 
consumption because worn tires face less rolling resistance, according to a Goodyear study.2  In the case 
of GoDurham, with 2,699,159 revenue miles in 2019, a 12% extension in the average tire life results in 
313,000 revenue miles of extended operation on low rolling resistance tires.  Using Goodyear’s analysis 
that fuel consumption could be reduced by 0.2 gallons/100 miles on low resistance tires, it is possible to 
calculate that 626 gallons of fuel are saved in this fleet annually.2 Using an average price of $3.00 per 
gallon of fuel, the economic savings to the fleet is $2,000 per year—the fuel savings also generate a very 
positive environmental impact, which is discussed below.  With all these efficiencies, the net annual 
return to GoDurham for DOS deployment is anticipated to be $60,000 (Table 2). 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CALCULATIONS FOR GODURHAM  
Extending the useful life of the tire will also have a direct, proportionate, positive impact on the 
environment.  For tire production, environmental impact categories 3  are dominated by respiratory 
inorganics (40% contribution), fossil fuels (26%), climate change (15%), and carcinogens (12%).4  For a 
more direct evaluation of environmental impact, the key inputs 
and outputs to the tire production process are listed in the left-
hand side of Table 3 in Appendix 1. 5   The listed input/output 
materials for production all contribute to environmental impacts 
to varying degrees as established by their impact categories.  
Consequently, any approach that reduces the demand for tires 
reduces environmental impact proportionately.  

The environmental impact for saving 107 tires in the GoDurham fleet is calculated in Appendix 1, Table 3 
showing that reducing the number of tires in even a small fleet has a significant positive impact on the 
environment.  In this case, by reducing consumption by 107 tires annually, natural rubber use, which is 
associated with deforestation, is reduced by 1,700 kg.  In 2019, rubber yield was 1.12 metric tons per 
acre;6 therefore, saving 107 bus tires is commensurate with saving over an acre of rubber tree forest.  At 
the same time, more than 26,000 L of water is saved, 4,100 kWh of power consumption is avoided and 
there is a direct savings of 48 kg of greenhouse gas emissions (Sulphur dioxide and Nitrogen dioxide).   

The impact of using DOS at GoDurham carbon footprint can be calculated by converting materials, energy 
and fuel savings into carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) savings using carbon dioxide emission 
coefficients.7  Based on these calculations (Appendix 1, Table 3) the efficiency improvements documented 
at the GoDurham site resulted in a reduction of 21,000 kg of CO2e emissions, or approximately 350 kg of 
CO2e per bus annually.   

TABLE 2:  ROI FOR DOS™ DEPLOYMENT AT GODURHAM. 

 
"Before" 
(Manual) 

"After" 
(DOS) 

Efficiency Gains with DOS   
Tread Depth at End-of-Life (mm) 8.1 6.8 
# of Tires Saved per Year (12%) - 107 
Investment   
Annual DOS Cost  - $(15,000) 
Annual Savings   
Manual Measurement Cost $(26,000) $26,000 
Annual Savings on Tires - $47,000 
Annual Fuel Savings (626 Gallons) - $2,000 
Net Annual Return $(26,000) $60,000 

 

Managing tires with DOS™ reduced 
tire consumption by 107 tires in 

GoDurham’s 60-bus fleet, resulting 
in carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) 
savings of 21,000 kg annually—or 

350 kg CO2e per bus. 

see: https://tyrata.com/2021-white-paper/

https://tyrata.com/2021-white-paper/


Case study: GoDurham bus fleet
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• Months later…
• What does safely extending tire usage 

look like?
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GoDurham Saves Money and the Environment with Tyrata's 
IntelliTread® DOS™ Tire Monitoring System 
Tyrata™ Drive-Over System™ (DOS™) proven to safely reduce tire maintenance costs and 
improve fleet sustainability 

GoDurham found that fleet tire management with DOS™ achieved significant efficiency gains, 
extending average tire use by 12% without compromising safety, leading to estimated net annual 
savings for GoDurham’s 60-bus fleet of $60,000 and a 21,000 kg reduction in CO2e emissions. 

SUMMARY 
Tyrata Inc. and GoDurham have completed an extensive 
study to measure the cost savings and environmental 
benefits of using automated tire tread monitoring to manage 
tire maintenance for GoDurham’s 60-bus public transit fleet. 
Results demonstrated a 12% efficiency improvement tire 
usage with automated monitoring which means that 12% 
fewer tires need to be purchased.  GoDurham was also able 
to eliminate manual inspection costs, achieving net annual 
savings of approximately $60,000 for the 60-bus fleet.  
Reducing the consumption of tires also achieved a significant 
environmental payback, reducing GoDurham’s carbon 
footprint by 21,000 kg in CO2e emissions. 

Tyrata’s IntelliTread® Drive-Over System™ (DOS™), which resembles a speed bump, collects the tire tread 
depth every time a vehicle passes over it, and sends the data to Tyrata’s online analytics engine, Tyrata.io. 
With the Tyrata.io data portal, fleet managers can easily view the real-time status of every tire under 
management, as well as each tire’s entire wear history, enabling informed decisions that help to optimize 
tire use within the fleet. 

In the study, tire management was first carried out under legacy manual inspection and tire end-of-life 
data was subsequently compared to the same data collected under automated monitoring provided by 
Tyrata’s DOS.  With the DOS, GoDurham was able to eliminate manual tire measurements entirely while 
at the same time safely extending the life of its tires:  average tire tread usage was increased from 9.9 
mm to 11.2 mm with the DOS—a net improvement of 1.3 mm, or 12%—even as all tires were maintained 
above US Department of Transportation prescribed safety limits for tire tread.  When the 12% efficiency 
improvement is applied to the historical annual use of tires for the fleet, tire requirements are reduced 
by 107 tires per year.  Importantly, increasing tire lifetime is expected to improve fuel efficiency because 
tires running on lower tread have less rolling resistance.  Finally, the fleet was also able to eliminate costly 
manual inspections, achieving a net savings of $1,000 per bus per year.  

Safely extending the life of tires also has a very 
significant environmental payback because 
tire production is resource intensive, with 
environmental impact being dominated by 
respiratory inorganics, fossil fuels, climate 
change, and carcinogens.  As demonstrated in 
this study, using tires longer reduces tire 
consumption, which in turn reduces the 
consumption of rubber, water, energy and other materials in tire production, all of which impact an 
organization’s carbon footprint.  For GoDurham, reducing tire consumption by 107 tires resulted in carbon 
dioxide equivalent (CO2e) savings of 21,000 kg annually for the fleet—or 350 kg CO2e per bus. 

“Tyrata’s Drive-Over System has 
fundamentally transformed the way 

that we approach management of our 
tires. The results we have seen are 

helping us to significantly reduce our tire 
spending while maintaining absolute 
confidence in the safety of our tires.” 

—Bob Losiniecki, Maintenance Director 

 

Additional 3 mm of 
tread safely used 
before replacement

see: https://tyrata.com/2021-white-paper/

https://tyrata.com/2021-white-paper/


Benefits of tread wear monitoring in fleets
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Performance

Sustainability

Profit

Efficiency Maintenance scheduling, vehicle uptime, and 
generally keeping the fleet operating

Tire selection and position, vehicle/route-
dependent tread wear

Safely extending usage life of tires to reduce 
rubber waste and fleet tire costs

Savings on one of fleets’ most costly items; 
rapid ROI possible with appropriate solution



Benefits of tread wear monitoring in fleets
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Efficiency

Performance

Sustainability

Profit

What if you could optimize vehicle maintenance 
scheduling based on real-time tread wear?



Benefits of tread wear monitoring in fleets
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Efficiency

Performance

Sustainability

Profit

front left front right

5.8 mm
6.7 mm

9.5 mm
6.5 mm

rear right outer rear right inner

What if you could make tire selections based on 
a history of proven performance?



Benefits of tread wear monitoring in fleets
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Efficiency

Performance

Sustainability

Profit

What if you could confidently extend the usage 
life of your fleet’s tires by thousands of miles?
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Benefits of tread wear monitoring in fleets
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Efficiency

Performance

Sustainability

Profit

• Improved tire selection based on many factors

• Extend usage of tires for full life

• Fuel efficiency improvement

• Adaptive generation of maintenance cycles for 
tires/vehicles based on real-time analytics

What if you could increase profits by reducing 
tire-related costs without compromising safety?



Countless other possibilities with AI

• Tire tread wear monitoring 
opens the way for fleet-
specific analytics using AI, 
machine learning, and deep 
learning algorithms

• Through ongoing 
monitoring, analytics will 
become more and more 
powerful 
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• Predictive 
maintenance, vehicle 
route improvements, 
tire-selection  
guidance 

• Improved accuracy 
of tire life 
estimation, 
driver/route-specific 
analytics 

• Regional geographic 
data from thousands 
of vehicles used to 
extract 



DOS benefits for tire manufacturers

• Data-driven tire design and 
placement
• Evaluating wear rates based on 

tire model, position, retreading 
history, vehicle, geography, use 
case, etc.
• Powerful benchmarking

• What if your tire design and 
placements were based on a 
data-supported history of 
proven performance?

26

Example of different wear rates based on manufacturer

retread A
retread B

$/tire

~30% lower mean 
wear rate in same 
use case



DOS benefits for fleet maintenance managers
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• Regular reports flagging 
upcoming tire service needs

• Improved tire maintenance 
scheduling

• Reduced downtime and lower 
costs of PM

• What if you could optimize 
vehicle maintenance scheduling 
based on real-time tread wear?

Projected 
Change Date



DOS benefits for fleet maintenance managers
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manual gauge during PMs automated monitoring and efficient maintenance 
scheduling

vs

This works when it is the only thing you know… … but there is something much better!



DOS benefits for fleet managers
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• Fleet-wide tire performance 
and maintenance information

• Compare performance and 
coordinate resources across 
multiple fleet sites

• Predict tire needs and costs

• What if you could evaluate 
and improve operational cost 
differences across your 
various fleet sites? example of Tyrata.io data portal



Summary

30

Tyrata’s IntelliTread Drive-Over 
System (DOS)

Sustainability Study Showing > 
21,000 kg CO2e Annual 

Reduction by 60-bus Fleet

Examples of the Benefits of 
Automated Tread Monitoring 

Performance

Sustainability

Profit

Efficiency

For more information: Email: aaron@tyrata.com
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TIRE SAVINGS DUE TO EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS 
The measured efficiency improvements can be used to estimate annual savings to the fleet by considering 
value of the increase in tread usage “Before” and “After” the fleet manager was given access to DOS data.  
GoDurham bus tires typically start with 18 mm of tread when they are new.  Using the respective means 
of the Poisson distributions, it is possible to determine that for the “Before” case average tread usage was 
9.9 mm (18→8.1), whereas “After,” with 
DOS monitoring, average tread usage 
increased to 11.2 mm (18→6.8).  This 1.3 
mm shift in distribution results in an overall 
11.6% (1.311.2) efficiency improvement 
with DOS monitoring which can also be 
expressed as tires being used ~12% longer 
after the fleet manager was given access to 
the DOS data.   

When applied even to the small fleet of 60 
buses in operation at GoDurham, the 12% 
improvement achieves very significant 
reduction in annual tire requirements.  In Table 1, lifetimes of 4 months for drive tires and 7 months for 
steer tires were used to calculate that the GoDurham fleet required approximately 926 tires per year 
when tires were monitored manually.  A 12% efficiency improvement with the DOS system leads to only 
818 (926 x 0.884) tires being required annually—a savings of 107 tires.  This results in a substantial 
reduction in costs and positive environmental impact for the GoDurham fleet. 

 
FIGURE 4:  TIRE TREAD DEPTH DATA BEFORE (ORANGE) AND AFTER (BLUE) AUTOMATED DOS™ MONITORING WAS 
IMPLEMENTED FOR THE GODURHAM FLEET.  THE SOLID LINES ARE FITS TO THE DATA USING A POISSON DISTRIBUTION (TABLE).  
THE DISTRIBUTION FOR MANUAL MEASUREMENTS (“BEFORE”) HAS A MEAN () OF 8.1 MM WHEREAS DOS™ MONITORING 
(“AFTER”) HAS A MEAN OF 6.8 MM—A 1.3 MM IMPROVEMENT FOR DOS™ MONITORING WHICH LEADS TO 107 TIRES BEING 
SAVED BY THE FLEET ANNUALLY.   

x = # of tires changed
 = mean of tread depth

 Is the mean value of tread 
depth when tires are changed

Before 8.1 mm
After 6.8 mm
Δ 1.3 mm

#TiresBefore 926
#TiresAfter 819

#Tires Saved 107

 
FIGURE 5:  GODURHAM RESULTS—DOS™ MONITORING SAFELY 
INCREASED TIRE TREAD WEAR FROM 9.9 MM TO 11.2 MM WHICH 
REDUCED TIRE REQUIREMENTS BY 12% AND SAVED $1,000 PER BUS 
ANNUALLY. 

 



Questions?

www.tyrata.com

aaron@tyrata.com
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